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Objective: To test alterations in placental cellular aging as one pathway by which maternal early adversity inﬂuences physiologic development in her oﬀspring.
Methods: Maternal report of her adverse childhood experiences (ACE) was obtained prenatally along with
measures of prenatal stress and demographic information. Placentas (N = 67) were collected at birth and telomere length (TL) was measured in four separate fetally-derived placental tissues: amnion, chorion, villus, and
umbilical cord. At four months of age, infants completed the still-face paradigm (SFP) during which respiratory
sinus arrhythmia (RSA) data were collected; RSA reactivity and RSA recovery was available from 44 and 41
infants respectively. Multi-level mixed eﬀects models examined the impact of maternal ACE score on placental
TL. Generalized linear models tested the relation between composite placental TL and infant RSA, as well as the
moderation of maternal ACE score and infant RSA by composite placental TL.
Results: Higher maternal ACE score signiﬁcantly predicted shorter placental TL across tissues (β = −0.015;
P = 0.036) and infant RSA across the SFP. No direct relation was found between placental TL and RSA, however
composite placental TL moderated the relation between ACE score and both infant RSA reactivity (β = 0.025;
P = 0.005) and RSA recovery (β = −0.028; P = 0.032). In infants with shorter composite placental TL, higher
ACE score predicted greater RSA suppression during the still-face epoch relative to play period 1 and greater RSA
augmentation during play period 2 relative to the still-face epoch.
Conclusions: These data are the ﬁrst, to our knowledge, to report that changes in placental TL inﬂuence the
transgenerational impact of maternal early life adversity on the development of her oﬀspring’s autonomic
nervous system.

1. Introduction
Although the impact of maternal prenatal stress on her oﬀspring is
established, recent data suggests that the inﬂuence of maternal adversity on her oﬀspring is better conceptualized from a life-course perspective that includes a mother’s own childhood experiences (Gray
et al., 2017; McDonnell and Valentino, 2016; Moog et al., 2016). Within
an individual, adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are hypothesized

to contribute to the earlier onset of both mental and physical illness
through accelerated aging (Danese and McEwen, 2012; Drury et al.,
2012; Felitti et al., 1998; Ridout et al., 2017). Both elevated cellular
stress, indexed by measurements of oxidative stress and telomere length
(TL), and reduced parasympathetic regulation of cardiac function indexed by respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), are pathways predicted to
contribute to the health risks associated with early life adversity
(Danese and McEwen, 2012; Demissie et al., 2006; Fitzpatrick et al.,
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(Women, infants, and children) clinics, and other ongoing studies at any
point during their pregnancy as part of a prospective study of the impact of maternal life course stress on infant development. Mothers were
at least 18 years of age, carrying a singleton pregnancy, and English
speaking. Sixty-seven placentas were collected as placental collection
began later in the course of the parent grant due to the receipt of additional foundation funding. Placentas were excluded if exposed to
formalin or there was grand multiparty. The majority of mothers were
recruited during their third trimester of pregnancy (61.2%; n = 41)
with 34.3% (n = 23) recruited in their second trimester and 4.5%
(n = 3) in their ﬁrst trimester. Gestational age ranged from 34 to 41
weeks. This study was approved by the University Institutional Review
Board.

2006; Haycock et al., 2014; Masi et al., 2007; Ridout et al., 2017). TL,
RSA, and the cardiovascular responses to stressors are also hallmarks of
the aging process (Masi et al., 2007; Stratton et al., 2003). Given their
mechanistic role in linking adversity to health outcomes within an individual, determining if these biological outcomes contribute to transgenerational eﬀects is warranted.
The Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DoHaD) model
proposes that the origins of health and disease are found in the perinatal period (Barker, 1990; Barker and Thornburg, 2013). Alterations in
developing stress response systems, such as the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), are
hypothesized pathways by which the earliest of experiences drive future health trajectories. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) is one
index of the ANS stress response system that is sensitive to prenatal
stress exposure and preconception adversity (i.e., ACE exposure) in the
next generation (DiPietro et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2017). RSA is the
natural beat-to-beat variation in heart rate, in synchrony with respiration, which indexes parasympathetic regulation of cardiac function
(Grossman and Taylor, 2007). Dynamic changes in RSA across a stress
paradigm reﬂect an individual’s ability both to mobilize biological resources in response to a challenge and to return to a regulated state
after the stressor is addressed. Development of RSA stress responsivity
proﬁles, including both reactivity and recovery, begins in utero (Monk
et al., 2000). Therefore, changes to the intrauterine environment, as a
consequence of maternal life-course experiences, have the potential to
impact the developmental trajectory of RSA proﬁles. Previously, we
reported that maternal ACE exposure inﬂuences infant RSA independent of prenatal stress (Gray et al., 2017). However, to date, what
aspects of the fetal environment contribute to these changes to the next
generation is unclear.
Transgenerational transmission of maternal preconception adversity
is hypothesized to occur via alterations in multiple factors across development including epigenetic changes in the germline, alterations to
the intrauterine environment, and diﬀerences in postnatal caregiving,
or, more likely some combination of these factors (Bale, 2015). When
contemplating transgenerational eﬀects, it is notable that maternal ACE
exposure is associated with both pregnancy complications and preterm
birth, highlighting the inﬂuence of the intrauterine environment as a
target for ACE-related impacts (Cammack et al., 2011; Christiaens et al.,
2015; Smith et al., 2016). A key organ at the maternal-fetal interface
linked to pregnancy complications and preterm birth with the potential
to transmit transgenerational eﬀects is the placenta (Biron-Shental
et al., 2010a, b; Moog et al., 2016; Waldorf and McAdams, 2013).
Biological indicators of compromised placental function include hypoxia and elevated oxidative stress, two factors indexed by telomere
length (TL) (Biron-Shental et al., 2010b; Jauniaux et al., 2006;
Polenttini et al., 2015a). Further, placental TL shortening is etiologically related to the onset of labor and parturition, as well as certain
pregnancy complications, suggesting broader implications for placental
TL (Biron-Shental et al., 2010a,b; Menon et al., 2016; Phillippe, 2014;
Phillippe, 2015). To date, however, no studies have examined placental
TL in relation to maternal ACE exposure.
To explore the role of the placenta in the transmission of maternal
adversity across generations, this study examined changes in placental
TL as a moderator of the relation between maternal ACE and infant
RSA. Identiﬁcation of the earliest developmental time-points when the
transgenerational eﬀects of maternal life-course adversity are recognizable provides unique opportunities for mitigation strategies designed to combat the recalcitrant risk associated with maternal adversity.

2.2. Demographic and pregnancy-related data collection
Mothers provided information about multiple levels of their and
their infant’s social ecology during the prenatal visit by using an interview-assisted computer survey administered face-to-face at the research site or at prenatal clinics (Questionnaire Development System;
Nova Research, Bethesda, Maryland). Oral responses were recorded
onto a computer by trained interviewers. Demographic data were collected via maternal report during the pregnancy and pregnancy-related
data were abstracted from medical records. Data collected via maternal
report included: race, maternal age at conception, prenatal stress indices, ACE survey, maternal prenatal smoking, and socioeconomic
status (SES) indicators. Race was categorized into Black, White, and
other based on statistical distribution. Pregnancy-related data abstracted from medical records included: gestational age, delivery mode,
parity, and pregnancy complications. A composite pregnancy risk
variable was generated that included gestational hypertension, gestational diabetes, fetal growth restriction, and eclampsia, as previously
used (Jones et al., 2017).
2.3. Placental tissue sample collection
Placental collection occurred as previously described (Jones et al.,
2017). Placental collection and dissection occurred within approximately one hour of delivery (mean = 0.75 ± 0.52 h); the duration
between parturition and sample collection was missing for ﬁve deliveries and the mean duration by delivery type was imputed. Four
tissue types were separately collected from each placenta. The amnion
and chorion were sampled > 4 cm from fusion to the placental disk
after manual separation. Villus tissue was sampled below the chorionic
plate within ˜4 cm of the cord insertion site and visible vasculature was
excised. Umbilical cord samples were collected within ˜4 cm of the
placental disk insertion and fused reﬂected membranes were removed.
Placental tissues were washed thoroughly in 1 mol/L phosphate-buffered saline solution. Samples were ﬂash frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80⁰C.
2.4. DNA extraction and quality assessment
Genomic DNA was isolated from placental tissues using the QIAamp
DNA Mini Kit according to manufacturer protocols (Qiagen, Valencia,
CA; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). All DNA Samples were evaluated for
double-stranded DNA integrity and concentration by Qubit dsDNA BR
assay kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and purity by NanoDrop-2000
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, Waltham, MA). DNA was stored at -20⁰C and
underwent no more than three freeze thaw cycles.

2. Methods and materials

2.5. Telomere length (TL)

2.1. Population

The average relative TL was determined separately for each placental tissue type from the telomere repeat copy number to single gene
(albumin) copy number (T/S) ratio by using an adapted monochrome

Recruitment of pregnant mothers took place at prenatal clinics, WIC
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2.10. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) stress responsivity

multiplex quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and a
BioRad CFX96 with standard methods from our laboratory (Cawthon,
2009; Jones et al., 2017). Placental TL was assayed with commercially
available genomic placental DNA from a single donor (BioChain) as a
control on all plates. Each plate was run in duplicate with all samples in
a diﬀerent well position. Thus, six replicates, of both the single copy
gene and the telomere repeat, were available for each placenta for each
tissue type. All four tissues from the same placenta were run on the
same plate. PCR eﬃciency criteria for telomere and albumin reactions
were 90% to 110%. Coeﬃcients of variation (CVs) were calculated
within each triplicate (CV criteria < 10%) and between plates (CV
criteria < 6%). Samples with unacceptably high CVs (> 10% intraor > 6% interassay CV) were repeated (N = 5). The grand CV for all
placental tissue TL samples was 3.16% determined by the average of
the triplicates from both plates.

Heart period data were collected from continuous electrocardiography (ECG) recording during the SFP with previously established methods from our laboratory using James Long Company
equipment (Caroga Lake, NY) (Jones et al., 2018). Following data
collection, ECG signal processing and analysis was conducted oﬄine. Rwaves were algorithmically identiﬁed and misidentiﬁed or missing Rwaves were corrected manually. IBIs between R-waves were prorated to
equal time intervals of 125 ms and HR was assessed in beats per minute
(bpm). RSA was estimated with power spectral analysis using a discrete
Fourier transform with a 64-second Hanning window and 50% overlap
between consecutive windows. Spectral power was quantiﬁed in the
high frequency band (0.30–0.75 Hz), a valid frequency range for assessing RSA in four month old infants (Bar-Haim et al., 2000).

2.6. Maternal adverse childhood experiences (ACE)

2.11. Statistical analyses

Mothers reported on their Adverse Childhood Experiences at their
prenatal study visit (Felitti et al., 1998). The cumulative ACE exposure,
which was the sum of the number of events reported (range = 0–9),
score was used.

2.11.1. Sample characteristics
Descriptive statistics characterized the sample overall and relations
between relevant covariates were tested using spearman correlation
coeﬃcients and t-tests where appropriate. Placental TL was normally
distributed within tissue type and highly correlated between tissue
types (ρ = 0.40–0.70; Table 2). Infant RSA data were not normally
distributed and were winsorized to three standard deviations from the
mean and natural log transformed.

2.7. Prenatal maternal stress index (PNMS)
A composite PNMS risk metric consisting of ﬁve indicators was
derived through factor analysis as previously reported (Gray et al.,
2017). Indicators included the 10-item Pregnancy Related Anxiety Scale
(Rini et al., 1999), Chronic Strain Questionnaire (Dunkel Schetter et al.,
2013), Prenatal Life Events Scale – Revised (Lobel et al., 2008), the
four-item version of the Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen et al., 1983), the
10-item Edinburgh Depression Scale (Cox et al., 1987). A composite
prenatal risk variable was created by a summation score (range = 0–5)
of positive endorsements of each the ﬁve PNMS indices. The cumulative
PNMS score was used.

2.11.2. ACE exposure and placental TL
To assess the impact of maternal ACE exposure and placental TL,
multilevel analysis using mixed-eﬀects linear regression models (MLM)
with a random intercept were conducted. To ﬁrst assess the impact of
cumulative ACE score on placental TL, a MLM including only a dummy
code for placental tissue type and cumulative ACE score was conducted
(Model 1). Next, an adjusted model using an unstructured covariance
matrix examined the impact of cumulative ACE score on placental TL
accounting for the following covariates: placental tissue type, PNMS
score, race, infant sex, SES, pregnancy complications, maternal prenatal
smoking, and gestational age (Model 2). Covariates were chosen based
on empirical relevance with TL or signiﬁcant bivariable associations.

2.8. Socioeconomic status (SES) index
A summary score of SES was indexed from education, employment,
home ownership, income, savings and government assistance status
(range: 0–6) as previously reported (Jones et al., 2018). A score of six
represents the highest SES score.

2.11.3. ACE exposure on RSA stress responsivity
To conﬁrm our previous results linking maternal ACE exposure to
infant RSA in this subset of infants, multilevel analysis using mixedeﬀects linear regression models (MLM) and a random intercept were
conducted. To examine the impact of ACE exposure on RSA stress responsivity, a MLM including linear time, and quadratic time, cumulative ACE score, and the interaction of ACE score and quadratic time was
conducted.

2.9. The still-face paradigm (SFP)
At four months of age, 53 mother-infant dyads completed laboratory
visits; fourteen dyads did not have an SFP due to diﬃculty in follow-up.
During the visit, dyads completed the SFP, a validated social stressor for
this age range shown to elicit ANS reactivity. The SFP included three
epochs, each of which were 2.5 min in duration: free play (PP1), maternal neutral face and no interaction (SF; Still-face epoch), and resumption of free play (PP2). Infants were seated in a car seat facing
their mother at eye level approximately three feet away. The mother
was instructed not to engage in physical contact with the infant. If an
infant displayed twenty seconds of continuous distress during any
epoch, the epoch was ended. Of the 53 dyads, RSA reactivity data were
not available due to the following reasons: one infant had excessive
movement artifact, one due to human error, and seven did not complete
a minimum of 64 s in both the PP1 and SF epochs of the SFP for RSA
measurement. For RSA recovery values, an additional three infants did
not complete a minimum of 64 s during PP2 due to infant distress. Thus,
the resulting analytic sample for RSA reactivity was 44 and for RSA
recovery was 41. Mothers of infants without RSA data for any reason
were younger at the age of conception (t = 2.02; P = 0.048) and placentas were collected closer to parturition (t = 2.04; P = 0.045); analytic samples did not diﬀer on any other demographic.

2.11.4. Moderation analysis of ACE exposure and RSA stress responsivity
by composite placental TL
A generalized linear model failed to ﬁnd an association between
composite placental TL and RSA reactivity or RSA recovery, as such
moderation analyses were used to examine how composite placental TL
impacted the relation between maternal ACE exposure and RSA stress
responsivity. This was tested by generalized linear models using maximum likelihood estimates with an interaction of cumulative ACE score
and composite placental TL to predict RSA reactivity and RSA recovery,
independently. The composite placental TL variable was generated for
each individual by computing z-scores for each TL estimate by tissue
type and then creating a sum of all four scores for each individual,
subsequently referred to as composite placental TL. To assess RSA stress
responsivity, change scores were generated for RSA reactivity by subtracting RSA during the SF epoch from PP1 (i.e., Δ = SF – PP1) and RSA
recovery by subtracting RSA during PP2 from the SF epoch (i.e., Δ =
PP2 – SF). A negative RSA value reﬂects parasympathetic withdrawal
22
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derived placental tissues, higher ACE score predicted shorter placental
TL (Fig. 1A; Table 3; Model 1; β = −0.014; P = 0.030). Maternal age at
conception, parity, duration between parturition and sample collection,
or delivery mode did not account for a signiﬁcant portion of variance
and were excluded from subsequent models. The adjusted model accounted for the following covariate structure: placental tissue type,
PNMS score, race, infant sex, SES, pregnancy complications, maternal
prenatal smoking, and gestational age. In the adjusted model, the impact of ACE score remained signiﬁcant (Table 3; Model 2; β = −0.015;
P = 0.036) and pregnancy complications were marginally associated
with shorter placental TL (β = −0.071; P = 0.057).

Table 1
Demographic outcomes.
Demographic outcome, mean (SD)

Total (N = 67)

Range

ACE score
PNMS score
Maternal conception age (yr)
Gestational age (wk)
SES
Duration to sample collection (h)
Parity

2.31 (2.32)
1.33 (1.45)
27.96 (5.96)
39.02 (1.41)
2.75 (2.10)
0.75 (0.52)
1.30 (1.44)
% (n)

0-9
0-5
17-40
33.60-41.30
0-6
0.10-2.13
0-5

Maternal race
Black
White
Other
Infant sex
Male
Female
Delivery mode
Vaginal
C-section
Maternal prenatal smoking
No
Yes
Pregnancy complications
No
Yes

56.7 (38)
29.9 (20)
13.4 (9)

3.3. ACE exposure and RSA stress responsivity
In the conﬁrmatory analysis of our previous study utilizing 44 infants (N = 129 RSA observations), ACE score signiﬁcantly interacted
with quadratic time to predict RSA across the SFP (β = −0.009;
P = 0.049).

56.7 (38)
43.3 (29)
52.2 (35)
47.8 (32)

3.4. The moderation of maternal ACE exposure and RSA by composite
placental TL

85.1 (57)
14.9 (10)
77.6 (52)
22.4 (15)

Composite placental TL was not associated with RSA reactivity
(β = 0.002; P = 0.93) or RSA recovery (β =-0.019; P = 0.35). In the
adjusted model, controlling for sex, race, and maternal prenatal
smoking, composite placental TL and maternal ACE score interacted to
predict both RSA reactivity (Fig. 1B; Table 4; β = 0.025; P = 0.005)
and RSA recovery (Fig. 1C; Table 4; β = −0.028; P = 0.032). In infants
with shorter composite placental TL, higher ACE score was associated
with greater RSA suppression during the SF epoch relative to PP1 and
greater RSA augmentation during PP2 relative to the SF epoch (Fig. 1B
& C). However, among infants of lower ACE mothers, composite placental TL was not associated with RSA reactivity or RSA recovery.
Maternal prenatal smoking was signiﬁcantly associated with greater
RSA suppression during the SF epoch relative to PP1 (β=-0.584;
P = 0.0003).

(i.e., RSA suppression) while a positive value represents parasympathetic engagement (i.e., RSA augmentation). The covariate
structure was limited to infant sex, race, and maternal prenatal smoking
given their empirical relevance to maternal-child health studies. To
preserve statistical power, other covariates that did not independently
contribute were not included.
3. Results
3.1. Demographics
Sixty-seven placentas yielded a total of 268 samples for TL measurement across placental tissue types. Descriptive outcomes of the
sample demographics are listed in Table 1. A majority of mothers were
Black (Table 1; 56.7%) and were approximately 28 years of age at
conception. Mothers reported a mean ACE score of 2.31 ± 2.32 and
mean PNMS score of 1.33 ± 1.45. The gestational period averaged
39.02 ± 1.41 weeks and infants weighed on average 3.35 ± 0.60 kg
at birth. There were more male infants (56.7%) than female infants.
The correlations between covariates are listed in Table 2. SES and
maternal age at conception were associated with race, such that Black
mothers reported lower SES and conceived infants at a younger age.
Maternal ACE score and PNMS score did not diﬀer by race and were not
correlated with SES, gestational age, pregnancy complications, or maternal age at conception. Lower SES (Odds ratio (OR) = 0.63;
P = 0.040, CI = 0.41-0.98), higher ACE (OR = 1.36; P = 0.027,
CI = 1.04–1.8)
and
higher
PNMS
(OR = 1.84;
P = 0.011;
CI = 1.15–2.9) were all associated with prenatal smoking. Prenatal
smoking was not associated with race, any placental tissue TL, or individual RSA measurements. TL was correlated across all placental
tissue types. Shorter villus TL was associated with higher ACE score
(ρ = −0.27; P = 0.027), however other tissue types did not independently reach statistical signiﬁcance. PNMS score was not associated with TL of any placental tissue type. RSA was signiﬁcantly correlated across all three epochs but was not associated with any other
covariate.

4. Discussion
This is the ﬁrst study to demonstrate the impact of maternal ACE
exposure on TL, a marker of cellular stress, in the placenta, an eﬀect
that was robust to the inclusion of covariates. Beyond this we demonstrate that composite placental TL moderated the link between maternal ACE and later infant autonomic development, providing the ﬁrst
evidence of a physiologic consequence of accelerated placental aging in
infants.
In our study of mostly term infants, we demonstrate that both maternal ACE exposure and pregnancy complications are associated with
placental TL. These ﬁndings are consistent with the existing literature
linking maternal ACE exposure to both preterm birth and various
pregnancy complications, many of which have independent associations with placental physiology and function (Christiaens et al., 2015;
Menon et al., 2012, 2014; Smith et al., 2016). Oxidative stress and
inﬂammation, both of which are associated with shorter TL, represent
two likely pathways linking these ﬁndings as shown in our conceptual
model and supported by a broader literature (Fig. 2) (Entringer et al.,
2018; Godfrey, 2002 Schoots et al., 2018). For example, telomere
fragments from the chorioamniotic membrane are shed into the amniotic ﬂuid and trigger an inﬂammatory response thereby contributing
to the onset of parturition (Polenttini et al., 2015a). In both preterm and
term births, as well as pregnancies complicated by preterm premature
rupture of membranes, cellular senescence, oxidative stress, inﬂammation and shorter TL have all been variously associated with
active labor and/or parturition (Behnia et al., 2015; Menon et al., 2012,
2014, 2016; Polenttini et al., 2015b). Thus, the earlier presentation of
these molecular proﬁles associated with labor and/or parturition and

3.2. ACE exposure across placental TL tissue types
In the base model, utilizing 268 TL observations across fetally23
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1
0.70****
0.69****
0.57****
−0.07
−0.20
−0.34*
−0.23
0.03
0.11
−0.02
0.12
−0.03
−0.25*
0.13
0.08

1
0.59****
0.48****
−0.13
−0.12
−0.11
−0.18
−0.01
0.07
0.06
−0.05
−0.04
−0.29*
0.02
0.01

Amnion

1
0.40***
−0.11
−0.09
−0.20
−0.12
0.05
0.25*
0.12
0.08
0.09
−0.38**
0.19
0.01

Chorion

1
−0.02
0.07
−0.09
−0.27*
−0.08
0.17
0.05
0.17
−0.15
−0.06
−0.01
0.16

Villus

1
0.68****
0.60****
0.10
0.09
−0.21
0.18
0.07
0.16
−0.15
0.01
0.01

RSA PP1

1
0.56***
0.10
−0.09
−0.08
0.19
0.04
−0.11
−0.16
−0.05
−0.07

RSA SF

1
−0.00
−0.17
−0.21
0.27
−0.09
−0.13
−0.06
−0.28
0.02

RSA PP2

**** P < 0.0001.
*** P < 0.001.
** P < 0.01.
* P < 0.05; Race: 0 = Black; 1 = White; 2 = Other; Infant sex: 1 = Male; 2 = Female.

Telomere length (T/S ratio)
Cord
Amnion
Chorion
Villus
RSA PP1
RSA SF
RSA PP2
ACE score
PNMS score
Race
Infant sex
SES
Prenatal smoking
Pregnancy complications
Gestational age, wk
Maternal age at conception, yr

Cord

Telomere length (T/S ratio)

Table 2
Correlation matrix of study variables.

1
0.33**
−0.12
0.12
−0.22
0.28*
0.12
0.02
−0.23

ACE score

1
−0.03
−0.04
−0.19
0.27*
0.06
0.08
−0.05

PNMS score

1
−0.03
0.47****
0.00
−0.03
0.07
0.33**

Race

1
−0.05
0.14
−0.11
−0.13
0.08

Infant sex

1
−0.28*
−0.08
0.17
0.45***

SES

1
−0.02
0.03
−0.13

Prenatal smoking

1
−0.33**
−0.2

Pregnancy complications

1
−0.05

Gestational age, wk
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Fig. 1. The transgenerational impact of maternal ACE exposure. In panel A, greater ACE score was predictive of shorter fetal placental TL. All placental tissue TL
measurements are plotted by tissue type against ACE score with a linear trend line. In panels B and C, surface plots of the moderation of ACE score and RSA stress
responsivity by composite placental TL are presented with RSA reactivity in panel B and RSA recovery in panel C. A spline interpolation was used to smooth the
surface plot. RSA reactivity is deﬁned as the diﬀerence in RSA during the SF epoch from PP1 (i.e., Δ = SF – PP1) and RSA recovery is deﬁned as the diﬀerence in RSA
during PP2 relative to the SF epoch (i.e., Δ = PP2 – SF). In order to visualize the surface plot in panel C, the axis was rotated 250° around the Y-axis.

Thornburg et al., 2010). These accentuated patterns of RSA stress responsivity can be considered an advanced developmental pattern,
ﬁndings consistent, to some extent, with previous reports of the association between TL and RSA reactivity in adolescents (Kroenke et al.,
2011; Woody et al., 2017). The lack of a direct relation between composite placental TL and infant RSA indicate that multiple, likely synergistic pathways, contribute to the transmission of maternal adversity
across generations. Together these results suggest that accelerated cellular aging in the placenta, as a function of maternal life-course adversity, advances infant ANS development, potentially in expectation of
an adverse postnatal environment.
There are limitations to the current study. The total number of
placental samples was small. The use of multi-level mixed eﬀects regression models partially mitigates the concern of sample size by
nesting repeated placental TL measurements within an individual and
allowing for examination of all 268 placental TL samples together. Posthoc analysis of maternal ACE score on placental TL by tissue type revealed a similar pattern of high ACE score and shorter TL, but this only
reached statistical signiﬁcance in villus tissue. In a larger sample, examination of diﬀerences in TL measured in speciﬁc tissues with more
putative direct links to preterm birth (i.e., amnion and chorion) and
IUGR (i.e., villus) may provide additional insight (Arias-Ortega et al.,
2016; Rakow et al., 2013). Given the low prevalence of individual
pregnancy complications, a composite variable was generated and thus
the testing of individual pregnancy compilations on placental TL was
not possible, although gestational diabetes was independently associated with placental TL (data not shown). PNMS exhibited no impact
on placental TL diﬀering from previous studies testing TL in cord blood
(Entringer et al., 2013; Marchetto et al., 2016). However, given differences in the cellular composition between the placenta and cord
blood, this discrepancy is not unexpected. We also failed to ﬁnd sex
diﬀerences in placental TL, although females have been shown to exhibit longer placental TL (Martens et al., 2017). Larger studies are
needed to examine the moderation of maternal life-course adversity on
placental TL by infant sex in light of sex diﬀerences in both prenatal
programming and TL (Barrett and Richardson, 2011). Although race
diﬀerences were not found in this study, the persistence of racial disparities in pregnancy complications and birth outcomes highlight the
need for future studies that are suﬃciently powered to examine race
diﬀerences (Bryant et al., 2010; Geronimus et al., 2010). There was
variation in the trimester of maternal recruitment and assessment of
PNMS, however trimester of pregnancy when recruited did not inﬂuence the results. Lastly, maternal ACE exposure was assessed through
retrospective self-report and, while this is consistent with previous
studies, it is subject to bias.

Table 3
The impact of ACE exposure across placental TL tissue types.

Tissue type
ACE score
PNMS score
Infant sex
Race
SES
Pregnancy complications
Maternal prenatal
smoking
Gestational age

Model 1: Main eﬀects

Model 2: Adjusted model

β

P-value

β

P-value

−0.003
−0.014

0.66
0.030

−0.003
−0.015
0.009
0.026
0.026
−0.002
−0.071
−0.010

0.66
0.036
0.45
0.40
0.28
0.81
0.057
0.84

0.002

0.87

Bolded P-value signiﬁes P < 0.05.
Table 4
The moderation of ACE exposure and RSA stress responsivity by composite
placental TL.

Sample size

ACE score
Placental TL
ACE x placental TL
Infant sex
Race
Maternal prenatal smoking

RSA reactivity

RSA recovery

44

41

β

P-value

β

P-value

0.037
−0.059
0.025
0.11
0.096
−0.584

0.16
0.018
0.005
0.30
0.20
0.0003

−0.065
0.037
−0.028
0.078
−0.058
−0.059

0.12
0.29
0.032
0.58
0.58
0.80

Bolded P-value signiﬁes P < 0.05.

linked to TL dynamics, suggests that, even in low risk pregnancies,
maternal life-course adversity may still lead to elevated risk in the next
generation. To further examine this, we tested whether the interaction
of either ACE score and pregnancy complications, or composite placental TL and pregnancy complications, inﬂuenced infant RSA; neither
interaction was signiﬁcant (data not shown).
Our conceptual model proposes that placental cellular aging inﬂuences the relation between maternal preconception adversity and infant
physiologic stress reactivity (Fig. 2). In infants with shorter composite
placental TL, higher maternal ACE score was associated with enhanced
RSA reactivity and RSA recovery. Interestingly, this model coincides
with data that links altered placental vascular ﬂow, potentially as a
function of elevated oxidative stress, to accelerated cardiac development (Burton and Jauniaux, 2018; Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al., 2018;
25
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Fig. 2. A model for transgenerational transmission of maternal life-course adversity. The proposed conceptual model for the transgenerational transmission of
maternal life-course adversity through accelerated aging. The dotted line represents the independent correlation between PNMS and ACE. Our model includes the
preconception period as an independent period through which maternal experiences biologically inﬂuence the next generation, partially through placental factors.
We propose, based on our data, a direct relation between maternal ACE exposures and accelerated cellular aging in the placenta. Further, the advanced ANS
development associated with maternal ACE exposure is moderated by placental cellular aging. We leave open the direct intermediary factors (represented by boxes
with “?”). Given that PNMS did not predict placental TL, we propose an alternative pathway, with some potential overlap (e.g. inﬂammation), by which maternal
preconception and maternal prenatal adversity inﬂuence the next generation.

5. Conclusion
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